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because of unusual succe
. tenor, and his wife, Mary
artists- have conquered
purely legitimate musical
praise.
The Metropolitan Ope
presentations, but the re
works. Why such emin
the newer works of Mas
and others, is a question
A society of 60 profes
in New York, with Frank
the study of choral, wo
choruses. .A capeUa si
vated.
*

Me Walter Damrosch, conductor of the N. Y.
Symphony Orchestra, was fined f 30 for engaging Anton
Hegner, the ’cellist, to play in his orchestra. This is
American art protected by the Musical Mutual Pro¬
tective Union.
F
“ Vbxilla Regis ” is the latest work of an American
composer, Harry Rowe Shelley. It is a cantata com¬
It is reported in review
prising six numbers, chorus, bass and soprano solo and that there was an unusua
orchestra. It is written with contrapuntal skill and is ties. Leipsic carried off
highly creditable.
two overtures and three s
Du Dvorak has paid Anton Seidl, conductor of the Of virtuosos Mrs, Fanny
N. Y. Philharmonic Orchestra, high compliments for by the Leipsic “ Signale
his conducting of the new Dvorak Bymphony. He has
The latest reports fro
even said SaidIss taking of the tempo in the second move¬ ducting of Siegfried Wag
ment, which Dvorak had marked “ Andante,” was ble of development and n
better, and thereupon he had changed it to “ Adagio.” which he has been calle
x-Ladba Sohirmee Mapleson, the prima donna soprano, father’s works he overca
who was an inmate of the harem of the Saltan of Turkey, and evinced possibilities
and who made marked success as a singer, died in Jan¬
Saint Barns, the cele
uary, in New York, of pneumonia.
.JbabitxifJiisapri sariag-at
Pltjnket Greeks, the Irish basso, who was so suc¬ his usual. haunts with n
cessful in his tour here last season, is to be with us missed and is supposed
position in some out-of-t
again. His is a perfect vocal art.*
The Peters’ Musical
The American Orchestra, under the leadership of
Mr. Sam. Frapkev'which is an outgrowth of the trouble Abraham of LeipBic, has
betweenAbS'M. M. P. S. U. and Walter Damrosch, gave the public. Would that
its first concert in February. The programme included , At an auction sale of
the Mozart Symphony in D maj op, 35, variations from . the well preserved origin
Moszkoffski’s 1st suite, and the prelude to “ Die Meis- Schubert’s name and- da
tersinger.”
■ small sum of forty-one
Tomagno, the tenor, is said to be engaged by Abbey autograph letter of Lud
A Gran for a season of fifty performances in thisi ter’s own copyist, H. Ra
country, beginning next October. Sixteen dollars a, seventeen dollars.
night is his price.
v :
Ebne8t Camille Sivo
died t Genoa, F
Mattrbl, a celebrated tenor, who recently elaborated 1
a method voice culture and lectured upon it, has been Germany, England, and
added to<Abbey & Gran’s list of artists, in addition to tion and was given the
government.
Tomagno.
^
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here?” he goes on. With the ho
the difficulty the pupil says. “ Do
be well ? ’—He gets no farther, f
humoredly, takeB him* by the arm
the board, says, “ Donrtt talk so
embarragged silence the pupil c
Dvorak rubs out immediately. H
same result.
“ Don’t yon know
write?” asks the teacher. “It i
Yon ought to know what are you
any,” he adds as a species of after
Then, aftdravaatamount of disc
every note, every rhythm, every
through the searching inspection of
faculties, a few measures of music a
the evolution of which few mea
learned more of Dr. Dvorak’s me
than could be explained in voluine
note for a pupil, he never suggests a
tion ; the exercise is essentially th
by the thoroughness of the Docto
each note is written, by his expres
satisfaction, the few measures of e
probably bear no more resembla
which the pnpil started out than d
phony to the latest music kail ditty
The composition class at the Nat
quite a big one. And it is evident
Apart from the discomfort of havi
fire of Dr. Dvorak" s sarcastic c
which bring a smile to the listener
of confnBion to the countenance of
marks are directed—the pupils seem
their lessons. St any rate they a
when they have finished. Instead
brisk conversation with the famo
him questions about his work, telli
ties they have experienced in thei
of which he listens with never fail
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To attain to excellence iri all th
ity in the span .of an average; lifedivision of time and energy one m
ticnlar thing, and do
-.era z . 11
devote yonr life to music, then th
ing to the department in whichy
special!
be it that of comp. ie
retician, ■ must ‘ occupy yorir first':
mastery of all details
' 'ails incidental
■
" t'*

of any importance by any c
which ^e has not played in
prodigious musical memory
conductor to perform feats
been attempted, and will in a
We have just received a new importation of The distinctive peculiarity o
the finest Maejzel Metronoraes dw*^ from ducting may be Bet down as
.One notices at every step France.
-: - ----.
thought abbut, and mastered
ticle ; onefeels that all effe
Without Sell,
Pr«>© $S,®§.
calculated' 'with the utmost
With ,
“
«
4.5@a
leaves an impression of war
highest praise which can b
It does not, perhaps, apply
THEODORE PSES^ER*
ances in p'ulic, but it app
Chestnut Street,
■: i‘ |d fiphia, Pa. aneeSUt their bestand it i
the achievements of a grea
mountain Chain, by the peak
The analytical and reconst
sized render his editions of
such as those of Beethoven
bagatelles; from Op. 63 upw
selection's from Sebastian
Handel, Scarlatti, etc., in w
most refined phrasing and fi
minnte nuances of tempo an
lected. presumable misprint
and invaluable to the stud
admirable partition de piano
in existence. Wagner’s “Tr
with that of the overture to
A New and Original Publication. “ EineFaUstOverture,” as
Weber’s two concertos and
_mm
_,_1_ DiahofortelEolor8houIdbe
Von Billow,Beems to have sh
By JOHANN SPBAStTIAN BAOB,
£Qr delight in it. Both gifts
*
"
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1
after a lphgiillness, but then
Wflttt Aa@ByttflcaB
flta CWI>ll(OBte
full ninth year he was place
mb father of Clara Schuman
for his future technical achie
BBRNARDUS BOHKHLMAN.
was for two years subseque
A highly approved edition and endorsed by the following promi¬
and counterpoint:
nent artistsIn 1848 he came to the Un
mence the * Study of jurispru
G. W. Chadwick, E. A McDowfU, A. M. Duvernoy, Arthur Foots,
h i§. * }pk •'* npo i mmio a
ytols W.Oedo, Fr.Qernsheim,'Alex.Gnllm&nt, August Horn, Walter
-V 7•* tpzig he c ntinned
?.,,f mn A 0. Mmkm
Wllliai M, son I; W. Nlch u, CM
Under Hauptmann
In Oc
Bainecke, Dr. Hugo Biemann, itorits Bo^onthalj, Samuel P. Warren,
member of the University
Arthur Friedhelm, Fanny Bloomfield-Zelsler, etc.
.
political movements >f the
Copica tor sale by
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democrat! { journal Dm
h< first began to ann unci a
T$KdpqiiR
trines of the new German
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THE SPRING LAKE, No. 102. Walnut, American
Machines. Prof. Price $7.50.

Melodic Studies of .Medium. Mfiimilty.
By HERMAf^MOHR, Op. 66.
--—^-3 Books/SO ets.each.
9 Studies of much value.

iwiiaricsm Guitars.

“ Ma&ikzeiiuiig.”
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No. 74, Mahogany, $10. No. 76, Rosewood,
$12.50. Our ow^ make.

Musical Penmanship.
By E. BRE8LAUR-GANS.

75 cts.

Edition of the New England Conservatory of Music,
Boston. Practical exercises for music writing.

Artists* Yiolina.
$20 to $100.
Made after the best models of the old masters. They
possess the sympathetic, sonorous tone of
the originals.

Jadassohn, Manual of Haimony.
Translated by PAUL TOREK sndH.B. PASMORE.
238 Pages. Cloth, $2.50. Prof.

treatment and send t
long experience will
ram avis among their
The teacher of few
ideas in a,musical jou
lessons ; indeed thew
and snecessful teache
lessons from an inferi
No. teacher ought to
ing so perfect, it coul
paring it with others
methods of teaching
methods of to-day are
and still less like wha
the standard of piano
to-day than it was t
sons aspire to the hig
correspondingly chan
is being diligently so
found.
The day of the In
tini’s—is over: the. In
teacher who doesn’t
proves'that there is
ginner as an Instructi
future is mercifully ve

ambitions .little boy or
be gone over before
Price $1,50.
something with a bin
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.ported Mandolinej.
The one-sided teac
THE JUNIATA. Clear and sweet tone. No. 25, Cramer for the last
Maple and Rosewood, Prof. Prioe $10.
read a musical journa
on picking np one by
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Books, and Instruments.
pupils,.>rho no long
&
years practising exer
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of their'pieces. To b
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child sHohld not read mnsio as readily as it reads print.
Music should never be an accomplishment, and should
never be taught as such. . It should be as mnch a part
of the regnlar training of every youngster as reading and
spelling. No matter how long people live, they are
never out of the range of music! and its possibilities.
Every chorch service, every entertainment, even nature,
herself, is fall of masic; and those who. are taught from
childhood to comprehend and assist in creating this most
^delightful accompaniment to every-day life have very
much to be thankful for. When a child can read its
primer, it should be thoroughly drilled in the elements
of music and aa it advances should stndy this branch in
common with others. If this were the case; we would
hear a great deal of vety^ much better music than we are
treated to, and those who hear it would he mnch better
able to appreciate iti In addition to this, there is noth¬
ing so comforting to persons of fine temperament as the
harmony of good music, and no greater delight in leisure
hoars or times when one is somewhat under the weather,
than to be able intelligently to appreciate or xender the
fine works of classic and more oruinaiy composers. As
almost every house in the landfoas a musical instrument
of some sort, it seemB strange that every Bchool-hoose
has not its musical chart and its simple and comprehen¬
sive coarse of musical stndy. The child who learns music
with the elementary branches is so ingrained with it that
it is never forgotten.
Music is always .elevating in its tendencies and puts
people in better humor under almost all circumstances.
It is a solace to the weary, and it breaks , the strain of
care, pats the whole being in better condition and is
often quite as valuable to distracted spirits as a
doctor’s medicine.
It would be well worth while tb incorporate a thorough
musical training 'into the public-school system.; -and
some, day, when ^people come to realize more clearly the
advantages-of it, we >hall see this delightful element
madjta"part--'of all courses of study;
*
—There are certain fine qualities in the best legato
piano-playing that are best developed on the reed:organ.
Many of -the. most noted teachers have a reed organ in
their studio,’and require pupils'fo play certain passages
on this; instrument.. There a^e also many time difficul¬
ties that sure best conquered ,on., this-instrument. The
“ Melodious Studies for the^eedOr'gan/’byMr. Lon¬
don,volume II, .contains apecfol; work; in this line, as well
as material for the best playjng bfehuhcb music, both
on the piam) andqa the reed orgttn. Itisnot anfmobmmon thing: for pnpils to; not reallyfkhow; what a'true
legato is nqtil they haye learned; it on the organ.
,

kept devitalized, one would bet
exerCise alone, as it may be pr
than good, owing to the fact tha
are exceedingly liable to strain.
*..„*’
,*•
One teacher bad been playing
the forearm bat the upper arm
as iron. He had been studyin
(!) teachers; at least teachers of
He could not play three pages o
fectly easy finger work without
was obliged to’forbid him foe u
(for he could not even play leg
most elementary work on the
could secure foe free action of t
and arm in a devitalized condit
months he was able to play e
with perfoct looseness of arm
tip, and said that getting his mu
condition alone paid him for t
at the Snminer School.

A CONCISE CHRONOLOG
THE CHIEF MUSICIAN
EVENTS PROM A.
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datb.
/
1847 Alexander Campbell M
'Celebrated Composer
of Sharon,” etc.
Phillip. Scharwenka, b.
Teacher.;
; y
Agnes.'Zimmermann(M
cellent Pianiste.
Charted Swihnerton H
[ Talented Composer.
. Felik Mendelssohn-Bart
Dr. William Crotch. d. T
Firstp^tformance of Me
8ims Reaves’ first appea

;■ Latte.:

1848 ' Sophie Menter- (Mad.),
Piianiste. . .
x
Charles‘Hubert Parry,
Composer and Theoris

.40
8. ■ Historiette^^oaeoa—.——.
.40
8. Poll*® WaltB....
10. Little Ballade-..— ---.........i.—......... .40
H. Melodr-;-....—^.............40
12» Ennui Yalse...—...... .40
18. Spring Song.....—.................. .40
■ 14. Idarche Triomphale...... .40
15. Fsity Tale..
.40
16. Yalse Rococo—...——......»»«»..».»»•» .40
|17i Hook Mfl to Sleep.—.40 18. Tarantrfle..—..——..—...........—......a... .40
19. little Theme——.....
.40
SO. Yalse Gracteufie.........
.40

“Faust Waltz,” Gp. 196
Words,” Op. 19, Mendelsso
Kontsi; Duet, “ Hungarian
taine,” Op. 34, Lysberg; “
pianos. Holst;
“Andante
“ Cijus Animamr”-W. Kuhe;
Reading, “Pupils’ Conce
Valse, Bachman; March, “ D
Wagner.

PupUs of Mrs. W
FOUR HAND8.
Mmlllsts', C. Bwofeuds, Op. 818. Twelve instructive pieces with
oat octaves
No. 1. Somber Song.—............
...10.25
.20
-1 Conversation.—-A JBolian Harp.—
.45
.... .40
A•
'
A Out In the fr»s„
.... .40
6. (tevoyard Shepherd Boy
.... .40
7. Village Scene................
JO
.... JO
A
A Bognery....................—
.... .40
10. Ik the Meadow
._ .40
11. OwaeL Banee...—a.....
.... JO
12. BbU-bwm Masoortat w—
►—see—....a......—
JO

_.

PIANO SVUOiES, ETC.

Dnet, “ Scherzino,” Schy
Noo. 7, Spindier; “ Summ
Duet, Menuet; Op- 78, Sc
Dennee, Duet, “ Tyroiienn
Lesson, ’ Jordan; Sonata,
Duet, “ Steeple Chase,” G
Mountain,” W. G. Smith;

■ Low.

Conservatory of Music,

Piano Solo, “ Venezia eN
Duett, Margherita and F
Grand Waltz from “Faus
“An Printemps.” Gouno
straume,” Nos. 2 and 3,
Maria,” Gounod F Tenor So
Gounod; Grand Dnett, “Hn

' Btemaan, Dr. B. Comparative Plano School, theoretical and
A guide to the study of the most important educational
■ work® for the 'Hsiiofprt®, completed by the addition of selected
materiaL Materials in four books;™ ,
Book 1. Elementary School...«>~....$1.50
2, Preliminary^. Technic*! Studies for developing strength,
- independence and fluentw in the fihgeri, for producing
•
the various kinds of touch, and for insuring control or
Mary Sharp College
dynamic shading......—......$1J0
’A.Delodio OrnasttntA1' Directions lor exeenting the orna_IQoartette^fortwopianos
—- . meats of melod;
'A Bbythmiftal Proll/lems, Triplets,
ettoa, “Tue Secret;” Schubert;
Quin <ttea tc »«»»»»»»!»« maMttaaaaawMaa —4
.,.....*U0
Vocal Duett, “Fly Away

VOCAL STUDIES.
tapteer, Tb.

Voice Culture. A new teeorettesl and practical

nmosl it
for thei nse of all voices according , to the moat
"-i'' f
pnjnclples......

ORiAN.
The #rgsnlst% kl nm. - ;A collection of ei«icsl and mmiarm.
taus'c for the ergan in the sjharch and'.home,9@l*®ted and
adapted by D. F. Brinutur.
Two volumes,, each............$l.ft0
,:.;The.i9rst.yplume contains 7S.dUfor»at choice-pieces
82
of music.
.
The second 78 nieces on 87 pages of mnsie.
■ "Complete misdegue.of publication* fvmhhed iroo of charge
on application.
Any of thofinresoing znenHoned compositions Mint for exami¬
nation.
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Brilliante,” Op. 42, Ch
Gazelle,” Wollenbaupt; “ T
Schnecker ; Duo for two pia
ner; “Rondeau Brilliante,
“ Life and Works of Beethov
“ Rodo CapricioBO,” Mende
“ Marche Triomphale,” Go

■ I’VE HEABD

“ Oh I I’m so sorry I ca
three years ago.”
We would suggest that o
just here, in order to fully
above quotation, as it is e

These will be interesting^ f
his teachers?
: pupil
pnpil is willingly drawn. Th
You have all seen this stripling dreaming at his instrn- playe;
players execute not only a
ment, repeating, hours every day, those beautiful but feelin
feeling, while the hands ofte
difficult' strains of sound which affect his being so sible positions. Here will
strangely. , He^often trembles.Jfrom exhaustion. The - knowledge
know
and importance o
enthusiasm of his teachers, the flattery of his friends,' the m
means for its accomplish
the keen delight which he derives from the play of auton
antomatic not by thinking o
sounds upon his nerves, these are the physical sensations repeti
repetition of an idea many
which keep up his courage; they stimulate. his hopes; condi
condition by which an nnc
they are to him the fires of his genius.
;
, estabi
established.
1 know his teachers have constantly inquired of him:
4. Always listen to a voi
“ Horen Sie sich spielen?’’ 1 know he has meekly an- that a
* man cannot serve two
bwared “ Ja, ” for he would have been ashamed to an- the one
oi and hate the other.
swer “Nein,” he did not know that there was any the g
greater, by which I mea
possibility of his being deaf, and so he often wondered and y
yon will in- time learn to
at this strange question.
alism of the mere technist,
But now, dear reader, comeB the trial. 1 must break has
baa b
been swept as by a torna
to him the sad but unchangeable truth. No, I will not, in the
th; name of art ; his in
I cannot do it. Shall 1 spare myself and him the pain ? evil,:
evil, is still with us, bnt hi
Or shall 1 tell him that he has studied all wrong and 'proto
protected under a false or m
must begin over again from the beginning; that he mast sin ol
of technic-mongering, th
remain so many years under my pupilage; that he most sound
Bonne musicianship!
study by a new method which is peculiarly my own, the
5. Remember that of itse
iruit of ripe years and many months of European toil ?
to wii
win success. Diligence nur
No, such news shall not greet his eaijB. 1 know it and iintelligence dissipates
~ wouidrnptHre-at-all strangeyfor-besides-the-di/ettanfi—rales
rales the sphere of ‘ art. Th
from whom he has had his first lessons, he has studied rise jin the phenomena of n
four different methods under four renowned teachers, science;!
science; they will reveal to y
Each time he has been made to feel that he knows
6. Do pot spend mnch t
nothing and that his former instructor has been at fault. Btndy of aesthetics, even tho
But what can be done with this pupil ? There are tion. ^Esthetics is the phi
those who pose.as educators who yet tell us that they art. 1It will be-sufficient for y
despise thecauBe. No, I will not be an egoist, bat will musii
mnsic as you find them in pr
of your studi
apply my humble abilities with reason and humanity, the conclusion
c<
possess also a philosophy of
I will, take this pnpil away from his piano, I will have posse
comprehended within univer
him provide for himself a few modern works on marie, comp
the names of which I will not mention here lest you
So let me dismiss my pnp
should tfaqnk me guilty f iU
ertise. I will when you meet Mm wdb l
kt aw thi t it was >y diligence
begin % oura o train ng wHi 1 ,*f aid belong to the kr
of virtue
he became: an intel
primary,,d®partfflen of on; public schools
SVe
vii
useful citizen.
learn to hear and. think in sounds, which is the exclu- uaefu

of a complete technic, from the beginner to the
finished artist. Its distinguishing characteristics
are: An active use of the pupil’s mind in techni¬
cal work, with the resultant rapid and thorough
development ;- the application of accentsi thus
developing a true rhythm; a discriminating touch
that leads to every variety of tone color and dyna¬
mic quantity, and an effective system of velocity
practice that secures the necessary facility and
speed of execution. All of which is applied to
the artistic and expressive rendition of musical
compositions. They are printed in separate vol¬
umes, in order to enable teachers who are still
dependent upon some other system ot technics to
add to their present stock the particular part of
Mason’s System which they happen to need.
Experience has shown that teachers differ greatly
in their estimation of the relative value of the
. four elements in Mason’s System, and the publi¬
cation in separate volumes is intended to enable
every one to select the particular part he desires.

(the ability to think) is over
.excuses his failure by attr
obtusenees. If teachers w
thiB quality the problem o
frequentrBO^tions, for the f
laid at the student’s door. E
ally receptive, that is not hi
duty to appeal to the kindr
to stir and awaken the dorm
the teacher sings a tone an
the corresponding tone on a
tion is here concentrated up
is appealed to. Then the
in the mind of something to
alent. The corresponding p
on account of its resemblan
The difference in quality be
strumental tone will also be
of thought s thus aroused
and less dormant sense of h
discovered in this manner a
responding to those of the
nounce that a given tone w
example. By ascertaining

The value of the Principle of Ac^timtion &t>^^!oca1^^
_j__1.__
t
_ told directly, that the key
plied to Exercises is now so generally recognised
by all teachers and virtuosi that every hook of
technics now contains more or less of it. Never¬
theless, as Dr. Mason was the original discoverer
of the principle, no applieationof it has been so
ingenious and thorough as his.
This work is a wholly new exposition of the
subject, representing the ripened musical experi¬
ence of the distinguished author, who is a teacher
and a virtuosi By the Grace of God.
We have never offered teachers more valuable
works than these.

given tone is known as C.
in this synthetic method of
Ask the pupil to describe
This is a simple mental p
called into action through
various piano keys known a
by the pnpil.
If the teacher sings the n
natural inference to be draw
The fundamental harmoni
and dominant may be indic
the pnpil will thns learn to
being deprived of the inest
this information through
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MUSICAL AtTTlOBS.
A GAME POE EVSEY MUSIC STUDENT.
PRICE SB GTS., F0ITPAID.
The game, which consists of 48 cards, can be played by
any nnmber of playert. The object of the game is to
impress on the mind of the players the important events
in the lives of 48 composers and musicians.
Address Publisher,

THEODORE PRESSES,'
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SOMETHING FOR EVERY PIANO PLAYER.

Album of Instructive Pieces
PIANOFORTE*
PRICE $1.00.

. ^

ARRANGED IN PROGRESSIVE ORDER.
There are few really good collections of easy in¬
structive music. This album will be welcome as
supplying a need with most teachers. They are
pieces tub nc e 1 to f< 4-:. rl'.- taste <> the pa >X Ml
are closely fingered and edited Wb mmm l r that
the collection cannot be^excelled for formative,
pieces.

any well-written book upo
read Gothic architecture
to become familiar with
styles in general. I me
begin with, because I thin
way of entrance to the snb
In poetry the common f
ten-syllable verse Bhonld b
vices of verse grouping sh
ments of meter, rhythm
suggestive to the critical s
forms, Rondeau, Ballade,
read and analyzed; then
original writing in the prin
repaid. If he gains nothin
poetry he has spent his tim
a language are in its poetr
AU the museums conta
valuable for the study of
taken up intimately in con
finest mnsical education is
consideration of these ma
ligence. And what is an
one who is broad in conc
experience.
There is nothing bo mnch
in general as the scientifi
that which the finest teach
That iB what the poor teac
cisely this illustrates why
be preferred to the poor o
The more a Btudent can
preciative faculties, the be
channels of advancemen
knowledge and the love fo

Who dares to abuse such
to belittle its powers? He
glorification, shows how l
God. Let us study it as a
...
rich is des
tion of man —Karl Nerz,

Distant Belle, Caprice.™....... Bryant made, and yoc admonish her in yo
Etna, False BrilUante-.. Oppenheim ner tc refrain absolutely from si
Good-Night, Farewell. (Kucken)...........Gloetzner
..Kalida. Valse Brilliante.....Beddingtm lessons, until she ha‘? correct menta
Kismetta. Waltz.... ........MacLeod is the result? Without even not
Let Me Dream Again (Snllivan)... Gloetmer
Nocturne......—....Waldecier every third lesson, and offers as
. Nymphs’ Waltzes...
Brcwnr.ld had not practised. ”_Younglady
Slumber 8ong-........t,„Waldeeker ■■yourteacher meant when he said
Charge of tha Lancers..:.Theophil
Assembly March;......
Cohen What you need is cerebral gymnas
Thereat yet another class with
Beauty’s Dream. Waltz...Huyek
By the Brook. Beverie.....JUoquei broughfc in contact, and which m
Chiming Beils. Gavotte—....Arthur
Cecilia. Yorke.....,.... Zimmerman cool, damp, uninteiropted seclusi
Coronet. Mazurka....Arthur This individnal consumes enough
Elsie Leslie Waltzes.
Olmsted ordinary voice in selecting a teach
Evening Shadows. Iteverie.
Brown
Euterpe. Galop Brilliante.....Maguet a lesson or two to see how he lik
Fairy Echoes Waltzes......Brownold says if he likes it he will take a
Fleurette. . Polka Mazurka...Arthur colossal monument pf conceit? H
For You and Me. Yorke........Mattingly
Fair Columbia Waltzes.......Smythe croscopic is hiB knowledge compa
■ Gratitude. Nocturne...Broumold of it.
JIeknow8 no more of the
Halcyon. Schattiesehe...,.......Cohen tains to singing than the averag
Heart’s Ease, Mazurka...Arthur
Little Beauty. Mazurka...—.Arthur tariff; yet he constitutes himself
Moods. Caprice—...........Brownold method, and pronounce it guilty o
Primrose. Polka....;.
....Arthur dictates.
I once met a young A
Sweet Sunshine. Schottische ..
...Maquet
told
me
he
had
bad taken a lesson of
A Thought of Thee. Waltz......................Mattingly
who had th
Sunshine and Roses Waltzes-,.
Olmsted before he found one who
La Tourterelle (Turtle Dove), Scherzo Valse.......Mozureite young Solon bad
bad about one octav
Whispering Pines. Grand Valse Caprice...Mazurelte

PIANO-SIX HANDS.
Fragrant Flowern. A collection of Beautiful Music, specially
arranged for three performers on one piano, for school concerts and
commencements, by Theodoke Moellinq.
Assembly. March. —.
Cohem
Cooing Dove. Polka.
Hays
Dapce of the Imp* Caprice....-.ReddiugUm
Gladsome Love^ Yorke....f..—........ ..Meigs
~ Lotta Mazurka....
......Bay*
" Moonlight in the Breakers. Presto-.
Beddington
MyHeart’a Darling. Gavotte.....—....Arthur
Polka de la Seine.-.....:Baff
Pare as a Lily. Gavotte......Holst
Bushing Torrent. March-GaJIopade........
Oldberg
Twilight Wooing. Beverie..;.
......Beddington

TWO PIANOS—TWELVE HANDS.
Bella Bocca. Polka (Waldteufel).—...Brownold
Les Sylphes. Valse (Bachmann)...._.
Brownold

A_MKW DISCOVERY. Tbe Fonndittion Studies of
■ -nno forte Teehnir. By Thor a tn jERicnau. Teaching
how to play all scales wilh the fingering of 0 major. Instead of the
fonr scale fingerings contained In all methods heretofore published.
A very carefully complied and edited work.
Two-Part Kxerelmo* (Vocal). By A. E. 8oammei,u. . Selected
and carefully arranged from Anber, Beethoven, Bellini, Ooncone,
Handel, Haydn, Mendelssohn, Mozart, etc., etc. Endorsed and used
by'the Public Schools of Washington, D. 0.

TOR SALS BY ALL MtirgjC DEALERS.
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At aland in all similar places, be sure to hold the sust
idea goes down to the second 16th note, instead of,rema
At Cltake the B in the bass with the left thumb,but sub
similar places, be sure that the melodic idea takes,in all
violin, the low B being an alternate tone. Biilow marks th
which impairs the variety of effect. In the closing measur

Copyright 1894 hy Theo Prosser.

At e the bass is to have a distinct sound, instead of the
hand. At f the small notes are to be understood as the tr
-Jight, but have melodic quality. The prolonged and stacca
has again a running bass, where the tone quality usual t
variation the most brilliant of all* the running passages
. ed with.
The Harmonkme

Blacksmith t

student of one of these books has the advantage of being able -to
refer, at any stage of bis progress, to works identical in conception,
and covering the entire ground to bo gone over in a course of theory
applied to practice,
A
A further advantage resides in the simplicity of plan and clearness of
definition, and the resulting lucid presentation of the subject-matter.
In his Introduction to Musical Form the author ennmerates its primary
coristituents-rMelody*,.Tonality, Khythm, Proportion, and (in a lesser
degree! Modulation-and Development—and defines them in order;
Khythm he culls “the more or less regular recurrence of cadences,”
whence it follows that rhythm in music “ is entirely a question of the
position of the cadences.” Whether the author's definitions coincide
with the views of other authorities or not is quite beside the question,
considering the prevalence of uncertainty and the clashing of opinions
in matters relating to magical theory ; it 1b, however, a stern require-:
ment that a writer should be not only clear in details, but thoroughly
consistent; and here these two virtues are combined in no common
degree. Following fundamental definitions of the sentence and its
members (that of the Motive being peculiarly apt and original), three
chapters are devoted to Modulation, transient modulations and changes
of tonality being held well apart, the employment of simple modulatory
means (the triad) dwelt upon at length, and that of dissonant chords
(“discords”) very fully treated; frequent quotations from the works
of leading component ferns a prominent and instructive feature in these
chapters, as elsewhere in the series. The construction of sentences in
regular rhythmic form how follows, supplemented in the next chapter
by a strikingly hovel elucidation of ‘ irregular and complex rhythms.”
The concluding chapters are devoted to an explanation of the buildingup of complete movements- by combining-seatettces in.'simple. Bihar.y
and simple Ternary form, IHnsferated by jro less than 28 movements from
classical works, exhaustively examined and critically annotated.. Want
of space forbids further commentary on a work which, taken as h
whole, is the most thorough and comprehensive English treatise extant
on musical form.
TUB ALGERIAlf, A Comedy Opera In Three ActsT
Reok by Rlen Mae Oonongb. Hnaie by Regi>
aald Be Kofeo. Vocal Score. Price $8.00.

PRBSS NOTICES.
The open made a decided hit. * * * * The score contains some
of the beat work that the composer has done, * * * *—N. Y. MaU
tend Repress.' •'
:- -Mr.Tte Kovon’a mnsic is very far superior to that which he gave ns
lately—ills fresher in melody; righter and more lmoyat,
mors fsail®And simple':in rhythm,'and- altogether more' dainty In vocal1
and instrumental treatment. It is always light and at times frothy,bnt
if is the froth of good champagne, and has an inspiriting fizz to it. * *
—N. T. Timet.
The orchestration is often singularly fascinating. * * • There
is an mhaaslast''vein, of original melody spiced with modem harmonies,
and often characterized by a delightful rhythmic swing and animation,
• * • The composer haa a genuine dramatic vein and mission. * •
10 a word, the Algerian most be pronounced a genuine success —N. T.
Evening Pott '

It is all tuneful, graceful, dearly expressed, sweetly- harmonized, and
effectively scored.—Ocmmereial Advertiser.
'
Mr. De Koven has maintained himself on a higher plane than in.his
last two egbrts^and in such number* as the T&aiboarino Song he most
laudably strives' for. the goal: uet by no less a person than Delibes, The
collah
At .created «n operetta which it is a pleasure to hear, *
—If. ¥. Tribtme.

F'oi Sale by all Music Dealers.
Phe Monthly Bulle Ins issued bj S Sohirmer are
invitluabletoail intereotedlnMusic. V&’ill be sent free
to any address.
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FIFTY-TWO BOOKS, PBICE 50 CTS. EACH.

NOVELLO, EWER & CO.,
81 EA8T17th STREET (8 Door* West of Broadway),
NEW YORK.

limit of the piano’s possibilities as
do, bat has the knack of making
outdo - itself; he Beems able to g
climaxes, after he has already gone
pect to hear the dull, woody pound
dicate that the limits have been re
duriog such passages is that of on
strument to withstand him ; there
but an assured certainty that he w
heights with a dash.
Siloti gives thei impression of juB
bat more reserve: He seems like
the self restraint of an old one.
Chopin 6tude in C sharp minor, for
the left hand runs up to a speed tha
sary to make those perfunctory rita
hear, and yet treat the right hand p
unexpected delicacy.
These players all have a certain
which consists in being so accustom
ficiency that they do not feel espec
conscious of it; they never seem to
tion bat fix the hearer’s attention u
mnsic. Yet the execution is there
hear every note in a manner that
upon one’s guessing faculties.
One sometimes thinks that w
Samson of old, Borne mysterious po
to lie in the hair. -It will be rem
only after the prophet of old had
he possessed power to pall dow
P&derewBki halo may indeed have
“ bringing down the house.”
-Silotiand^Stavenhagenyamon
cially mentioned- have neglected,
sity, to avail themselves of this res
a wealth of hirsute adornment suf
much digital facility.
As Kleeburg is a woman we will
matter aB far as Bhe-is concerned.
her own 1—Presto.

Music is a meanB of culture ; it
and, perhaps, the greatest factor i
Not until men shall use the art wi
ence will it exercise those power
signed. The present generation
teachers are only beginning to
meaning and explanation of the
not advanced sufficiently to answ
questions: What is music ? Whe
power?—Karl Metz.

These Solfeggi have been written by Signor Tost! for the middle reg¬
ister of the voles, and are therefore equally suitable for all voices.
They will be found moqt useful studies, and so melodious In charac¬
ter as to be practically softge withoat words.

but so long as a pan rem
animal so long will he need
from pure and ennobling a

MOZART ON HIS MA
JUST PUBLISHED.

ALBUM OF TWENTY NEW SONGS.
(English and German Words!

By JAQUES BLUMENTHAL.
These Songs are considered to be the finest work ever produced by
this Eminent Composer.
Paper Cover, $1.50.

Cloth, $2.00.

GEORGE GROSSMITH’S SONGS.
CAMTATA ATOM CBJLLDMBN,

“THE SWKBTUST SOHCiV’”
By J. L. ROECKEL.
LATEST ADDITION TO ROYAL EDITION.

SONGS FROM THE ORATORIOS.
A collection of Solos for all voices from standard works. All in orig¬
inal keys, with original accompaniments.

Write fir our Catalogues.

Free on Application.
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What I have thns produce
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It is related that Beeth
greatest musical effect rep
days of musical rapid tra
if-one would occasionally
the strain of nervous tens
tion of our works.
Qur n isical invention
giving the participants tim
what has been offered for

note values. These pupils need such instruction and works as Lan¬
don’s “Pupils’ Writing Book” will furnish it. Those pupils who
are wanting in an innate feeling for rhythm, should practice pieces
with a marked time and with a ragged and positive content. Fur¬
thermore, teach the pupil to rely upon his feelings for time, the
even flow of accent and regularity of tones ; for time is a matter of
inner feeling, not forgetting duett playing.
- M. D.—The last edition of Landon’s “ Reed Organ Method ” con¬
tains a full description of how reed organs are made, and also, how
to use the stops. This latter subject is very clearly and fully treated.
A, M. R.—The two finger exercises of the “ Mason Technic,” can
seldom be successfully practised with both hands at a time. Some
of the best teachers require the pupil to work with the second and
third fingers only, for two or three months, perfecting the touch,
and especially, acquiring the fully devitalized condition requisite
for clear playing in velocity. Then the other fingers are taken in
turn, one hand at a time.' Later on, both hands can be used together
with the second and third fingers in all but the velocity forms.
Yet it is quality of tonch that is most needed, and there are few
pupils who can profitably use both hands at a time in their practice.
C. B. T.—Tired and aching hands from playing the arpeggios is
due to a stiff and unfievitalized arm, wrist, and hand. Before be¬
ginning the arpeggio, move the fingers and swing the hand loosely
and freely, then begin the arpeggio, and as you begin to ascend,
each time feel that yon have loosened the hand. That is, make it
your especial business to feel thas the hand 1b loose and free of con¬
striction as you begin each ascent. Looseness is more a matter of
feeling that the hand and wrist are loose than that of mere will
power. :
C. W.L.
T. K. S.—Your tronble of nneven runs is dne to an nndevitalized
-thumb, .stiff .wrist, and. bad position -of hand. These—members
need a special practise: First, play the C scale with the thumb
and second finger, but let the thumb pTay its keys silently, only com. ing light in contact with the key, not moving the key in the least,
feeling that it is freeiy loose and fnlly devitalized. Then play with
the third, and lastly with the fourth fingers. Observe that only
haif of the keys give oht-tonea. Play two octaves up and down,
wr)sts outward, outside of hand high.
0. W. L.
J. C. W-—A' scale, whether major or minor, is nothing but the
tonic chord of the key with the intervals between the tones of that
chord filled in with passing tones. - The natural way to fill up these
gapsseems to be to supply the tones which belong to the dominant
and siibdominant chords. Thus, in C major, the gaps between the
tones of the tonic chord are filled in with the tones D and B, which
.belong: to the dominant chord; and F and A, which belong to- the
*«b33ininant chord. In like manner, in the key of A; mlnoy, the
^betweenthe tones Of the tonic chord (A-C-E-A). are filled in
rwBB the tones Band & sharp, which belong to the dominant chord

Mb. G., Dkbrtck City, Pa.—T
Schytt® is pronounced Shlt-t&y',
syllable.

J. C., Edinbobo, Pa,—The phe
“ resultant ” (combination) tone
chord was to be found in these
the doctrine of Riemann and von
experiments and calculations, th
major give only tones belonging
tones of the chord of C minor gi
if there is any basil for the
acoustics, it must be looked for
Is difficult for any one not a sp
expensive apparatus to make an
conclusive. At present -I am ho
. whether there really is a physic
or not. I have come to regard
largely on what I supposed to
Speculative stage and as needing

A. M. S.—Please tell me throu
of The Etude the names and ad
pists who might help struggling
We know of no one to who
work generally is effected by p
leges have free scholarships for

Mbs. C. E. C.—For rules and
write to the Wichita, Kara,, Mu
N. Y., for prospectus.

N. B. C.—Louis Kohler Is dead
16,1886.

.. M. H. D.—Yes, Wm. H. She
can be addressed : Cons, of M
I1L

C. L. C.—The reason why m
version and vice versa is the same
and vice versa, also that perfects
vertingah interval one of the t
of an octave that regulates the
matical and may be illustrated
sent the tones of the scale.

128456
C D

E

F

G

A

The major third in this row o
the lower tone is placed an octav
(E-C),' which is minor sixth.
(O-D), becomes a minor seven
Notice that the two intervals

an offer of this kind for any but the best works. We
-have sent out thousands of works, which those ordering
have never seen, but trusted to our judgment, and we
have yet to hear the first complaint.
#
*
.

*

*

*

In another part of this issue the first announcement
iB given of a. summer school in Philadelphia. It may
be interesting to know something of this kind is in view.
*
*
*
*
Evsey piano player of even ordinary ability has ..to
play the reed organ more or less; especially has he to
play uhurch and snnday-school music. Now that nearly
all churches have a piano for accompanying the music of
their social meetings, there is much churfih.piaying on
the piano. To meet the demands of this style of music
the second volume of Landon’s“ Melodious Seed Organ
and Piano Studies,” cobtainB Specific help'and work on
the best manner
splaying each music. There are but
a very few piano players who can produce-a good; effect
with the church music on the piano ; this subject is met
in this volume, and particular attention is given to train¬
ing the pis.no pupil to play , church music successfully
on the reed atgan.
• ' Jf.. &
•
Vn
'
a
* * * '
.\Teaohbbs secure the best music in the albums that we
publish. The two volumes of Melody Studies, by Mac-,
dougall, apd the Sonatina AJbnm, and the three volumes
of four-hands music, “ Prosser’s Four-hand School,”
contain pieces that teachers order as sheet music by the
thousands. In fact, these books are made up-tof the
best music published.
.'
'-5
v<
;./
• Obamusic stock is one of the largest in the city. We
can HI an «*«,' sr for any pi see ; nbUshed
Oar stock of
Peters', Litolff’ i, Aagener, i nd other foreign editions is
complete. We have a large assortment of.miscellane®u§ luaic&l merchandise such as mnsi< foils, toning
forks, metronomes M nk music hooks and music paper
(»< all kinds and on st ck of works on mnsi sal theory
and general musical literature is one of .the largest.
Catalogues free.
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The “ Pedals of the Piano
is a work which I am happy
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instrnction.
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designed for a later period.
The skilful teacher will also'fi
in bridging over the mistakes of
Nearly every teacher encounters t
not been thoroughly trained in th
and yet has considerable proficien
These pupils would be hopelessly
miliated if put down into an elem
but may be dosed surreptitiously
these very volumes, without bein
are pat back.
However, it is often well to exp
have been chosen that the attentio
upon correct touch, perfect rhyth
ing or some deficiency we are stri
Of course, it is understood tha
mentary device to accompany s
standard collection of studies ow
forms the basis of hard study and
Try my plan and see how you l

THE QUAGK MUSIC

BY. ERNST SM

MUSICAL MOSAICS.
By W. Fi GATES.
prios

31.60

/ The vepr beat sayings on musical topics, chosen
lest rank of
from., the

170 AUTHORS IN 600 QUOTATIONS.
Every teacher—every student—should own Huefooi
&!©aa{«3»—Instructive, practical, interesting and fasci¬
ae presentation volume it cannot be excelled.

If there were no reality there c

The quack music teacher is ab
enemy the profession has. He
both exist, has only one object in
has perhaps had one term nnde
whom his ignorance has so much
sons were cut short. ’ He has
long enough to know several m
names he uses very freely. H
advertising that Mr. Musicns (pu
Galverino) gives lessons on Pi
Guitar, Mandolin, and Singing.
Tenns.. Five dollars per quart
payable in advance. .
These musical quacks usually

give names to all the rhetorical figures, may know to
what class of poetry it belongs, may be thoroughly well
equipped for criticism according to the canons of poeti¬
cal composition, without ever having the first idea of the
truth, intended to be conveyed by this coinposition.
Here to the real test of a teacher’s ability. Any work of
art is a temple of truth, a spiritual temple; it is difficult
to enter; only spiritual eyes can perceive its deep mean¬
ing. It may even be perceived and yet nob expressed.
The teacher most be able to not only see, but to (ell what
he sees. Raskin says that, “ The greatest thing any man
ever didin this life was to see something and then to tell
what he had seen.’’ So the teacher mast be able to see
and to feel and to make the composition a part of him¬
self, and then he mast be able to throw all this meaning
into another form more easily comprehensible ; in other
words, he must make a map of the troth. He may do
so by telling some simple story, or referring to some in¬
cident in history, or associating the composition with
some epoch of the composer’s life, or fastening it to some
spiritual experience of the student himself. Lord Bacon
says that u the parable to ntore ancient than argument.”
Robert Hall, once criticising a yonng preacher, Baid,
“ Yon tell us what things are but not what they are like.”
This is the supreme teBt of a teacher’s genius. The great
teacher can tell yon what a thing is like,
#
•

.

*

*
*.

*

,

It to quite clear that many reforms are coming in
musical art. We should remember that mnsic to the
youngest of the arts, and that it to even yelb in ito infancy;
therefore, reforms should be expected. It is not at all
unlikely that the present key board will pass out of vogue,
and that a simpler will take its place. It is by no means
unlikqjy that the present system of notation will be
superseded by something more simple. A large number
of systems have already been submitted. Almost every
musician is asked occasionally to examine.-some new
system of notation. MoBt of these new systems, it to
true, are much more difficult than the old Bystem. A
great many will fail in their attempts1 to make a simpler

Play Schumann’s op. 23, N
nection with it a letter dated
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Chopin “ Preludes” grow
as the musician grows older
in the Chopin enthusiasm';
the simple waltzes, such as
well-known; then, he procee
which the Eflat to to him
most beautiful. Other noctu
older, Buch as that in G maj
and the lovely one in B maj
are major. ) During the‘noc
will also include the funer
6tude in C sharp minor.
come, and he will leave the
delight in the ballade. A-f
tion, and for a long time he
of Chopin ; then >F major, t
if he is bo fortnnate as to h
them all.
'
Daring this stage he gives
naises; then moves on to, th

than that of the adult. Nearly all pupils have musical
talent in some of its different manifestations. Intuition
will often guide a child to a correct bit of phrasing,
before any attempt at explanation has been made. The
discrimination between good and bad, beautiful and
merely pretty; correct and faulty form, cannot be touched
upon too early.
The influence on a child’s character, which is exerted
by means of art in artistic form cannot be overesti¬
mated.
The plane of its intellectual enjoyment is
raised considerably, music becomes really a pleasure
and a rest; and the necessary hard work finds a satis¬
fying compensation. The social advantage is very
marked; especially is the unavoidable 'rivalry between
classmates diverted into a more healthy channel. More
than this, it does away with the pernicious habit of
superficiality, which is spreading so largely through
many of our children’s pursuits.
i'
“ Results,” then mean at present a great deal more
than mere finger capacity. Artistic development is
what is wanted ; and we mast change odr methods and
systems eo as to conform to the demand.'

A PLEA FOE STBAUSS.
ME. FiNCx in^the=New Yovk^EoeningPost held a
- most eloquent brief for Strauss, which .we reprint here
with considerable satisfaction and: Approval:—
“What has become of Johann Straups in oar concert
halls ? For several years, ever since Mr. Theodore
Thomas left New York, the Viennese waltz has-been
shamefully neglected here. No doubt Strauss is as
much played at balls as ever, bat. few dance hall bands
can do justice to this charming mqpic, which requires for
its proper performance a first-class orchestra, like our
Philharmonic or Symphony Society. The world is so
fall of pedants and other persons whose interest in art
is purely intellectual and never etarotional, that the sug¬
gestion that a Strauss waltz should occasionally be in¬
troduced at a Philharmonic concert would be received
with a howl of astonishment if not indignation. Yet
—this very suggestion has been made by bo less a man
than Dr. Hans von Billow, who once remarked :—
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music must he dull. In preparing this collection the requirement
of youthful minds has been the principal object, in view, and the
selection of works of living and dead writers has been made to
prove that music of an advanced standard can be pleasing as well at
useful in the formation of a correct and pure musical taste. Tht
names of Chopin, Beethoven, Gounod, Schumann, Wagner, Rein
ecke, Scharwenka, Lichner, Bohm, Lange, Locacfahcrn, Bachmann
Gillet, Gurlitt, and Low area guarantee of the variety of style, at
well as solidity of character, of the music contained in this col
lection. We feel assured the work Is not equaled by any book ocorresponding grade.
.= '
Classic Piano Solos for Young People is printed from plates, en¬
graved expressly for this work, on a fine quality of toned music paper
and is attractively bound (with an excellent portrait of X. Scharwenka)
in two styles. A critical comparison with other works of similar char¬
acter will firmly establish our claims of superiority. We print the ;
CONTENTS.
::
Ball (Le Ball Waltz, Op.80......Isidore
Bluette Waltz...............Jhtvemb)
Bridal Chorus (Lohengrin)...
...Wagntr
Call of the Posthorn (Posthornklftnge), Op. 575, No.'22....'.Behr
Chorale, Op. 77: No. 7....Berea
CradleSong (Wlegenlledchen), Op. 124, No. 6..Sehuntiim
Cuckoo Song, Op. 263, No. 8
.Pop]
Diavollna.................Lesnce
Dorothy—Old English Dance......JSmm
Echoes of the Ball (Loin du Bal).
GiUe>
Funeral March (I Chopin), Op. 176...Btreabboi
Gavotte, Op. 178. No. 8.....Reineckt
Gypsy Dance (Zigeunertanz).
Lichner
Good Humor (Bonne Humeur)—Rondo, Op. 274.Baumfeldt r
Heliotrope, Op. 26, No. 3.JirandIm Zigeunerlager (In the Gipsies' Camp), Op. 424, No. 8.JSefu
In a Hurry.......Loeschhor*
Les Plfferari (The Pipers)..,...Gounod
LHIrondelle (The Swallow).Qdbbaerlt
Love’s Oracle...........BOhm
Love’s Serenade (Minnelied). Op'. 216...Weidc
May-bells Ringing (Maiglockchen’s Lauten), Op. 67.Siewen
Mill Wheel.-.....................Lou
Morning Prayer (Morgengebet), Op. 101, No. 2.. ..Gurlitt
Parade March, Op. 79, No. 6 ...KOhlet
Pastorale—Romance Sans Parolee, Op. 84.......Curlie*
Paatorella.:.Qregl
Pipers (Les Plfferari).........Gounod
Queen of the May—Heine de Mai, Op. 74..Morie%
Relne de Mai (Queen of the May), Op. 74.....Morle\
ROslein am Wege (Wayside Rose), Op. 177.....Fitch#
Scherzino, Op. 62, No. 10 ...... Scharwenka
8cherzo..............'.....Damn
Soldiers and Bandits—Character Sketch, Op. 68, No. 6....JScharwenhi
Sonatina—Tres Facile.....Beethovet
Song Without Words—Pastorale, Op. 84.....OtrUo
Sounds from the Rhine—Gavotte, Op. 247..Laiam1
Spinning Song.
^....BSmenreieh
Succfis Mazurka.....Baehmam
Tarantella.........Loesehhor*
Yalse (F. Chopin, Op. 84).
Streabbog
Paper, Cloth Bach, 91.00. Half Cloth, $1.25,

..............

Contents of Classic Plano Solos, Volume II, and
Classic Plano Solos for Young People, Yol. II,
sent on Application.
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Absent Yet Pres
Across the Stream.
All in a Garden Fair
Angel’s Tear
Answers ...
Ask Nothing Mo
Autumn (An) Story
Babylon .
Cali Me Back.
Dream Star
Entreat Me Not to Leave T
Eternal Rest..
Ever Dear.
Golden Mo
QoodlTbe) Shep
Home, Dearie Home.;.........
In Sweet Septemb
Hiss (A) and Good-By
Love’s Proving...
Marga
No Lips Can Tell.
One Morning, Oh I So E
Pardo
Farted or Near.
Sailor (The) Boy’s Far
Saved by a Child
Summer (A) Nig
Sweet Visions...
Tell Her I Love Her S
Watching the Embers,.
Were I the River
Yesterday, To-day, and For
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From ARTHUR 5*#
Many thanks for the “
teaching, for they are re
intended them. They are
and I congratulate you up

Boston, August 20,1898

Italian style.

Of interest to a young student.

1867. Wilm, N. v. Op. 81, No. 2. Hilarity.
Grade IL.....
Valuable for staccato practice. Figures in both
hands respond to each other. Bright and lively in
style, united with pedagogic value, it wiii be a
favorite.
1868. Liehner.
H.
Op.
24.
Scherzo.
Grade II......... ..
A good piece by a popular writer. Scab passages
and staccato chords alternate with each other. The
scale passages, later, are passed from hand to hand.
An accompaniment of eighth notes in the left hand
affords excellent finger practice.
1369. Bohm, O.
Op. 109.
Little Love
Song.
Grade II...
Bather more difficult than some of the foregoing.
It is a beautiful melody and accompaniment, giving
an excellent chance for tasteful and expressive play¬
ing. Its octaves increase its difficulty.
1370. Sohytte, L.
Op. 69, No. 14. Fairy
Tale.
Grade II......I...
Somewhat on the tarantella style, giving practice in
broken chords and in the light arm movement.
The pieces from Now 1366 to 1870 are from H. C.
MacDougal’s “ Studies in Melody Playing,” Vol II.
The fingering, phrasing, and pedaling are carefully
and critically marked. They are chosen for their
educational value and form a valuable addition to the
liBt of interesting teaching pieces lu Grade II. The
convenience of securing them in single form will be
appreciated.
1871. Lamothe, Georges. Op. 202. Estudiantina (Cap. Espagnol).
Grade
IV.'......
A characteristic piece of Spanish type. The rhythm
of the dance is in it, and it is valuable for acquiring a
light arm touch. It isinteresting as well.
1372. Vilbao, Itenaud de. Valse des Merveilleuses.
Grade V.........
This piece requires musical ihtelligence for its
proper rendering.
It belqngs to a higher order of
composition,! ebcF will not give out its value unless
there is study. It serves an excellent purpose, both
technically and musically.
It is a piece which affords full opportunity for the
teaching of modern technics of touch.
1378.

Ten Brink, Jules.
Op. 12. In the
Forest.
Grade IV...
The melody is carried by-the left hand to an accom. panlment of broken chords in the right. Near the
close the same theme is delivered by the thumbs of
both hands^'.while the/remaining Angers, ara busied
by the accompaniment. It is also a good teaching
piece, but will require work of an intelligent sort.

1874. Ohaxojnade, O. Op. 24. The Dragon
Files
Grade V.
.
,
......
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1884. Rathbun, F. G.
III........... .

A very delightful an
hut not trashy. It c
touch and phrasing, a
educational value.

1385. Moter, Carl. O
etto. Grade I

■ Attractive and awfu
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A good study in scale
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throughout the entire
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1387. May, Walter
Grade III

A bright, effective po
useful and pleasing, wh
of trash.
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acquire equality and smoothness.

1416. Ernst, Theo. O. Emilynne. Valse
Caprice.. GradeV..

75

This is another waltz worthy of concert use. It is
very different from the preceding, although in the
same key (E flat}. An enharmonic change to five*
sharps ushers in an interesting theme in which a
criBp staccato touch is brought into play. The piece
should be on every teacher’s list.

1417. Spindler, F., Op. 249, No. 20.
Trumpeter’s Serenade. Grade II..

20

A good two-page piece for younger pupils. Bright,
pretty, and instructive may be mentioned as its
characteristics.

1418. Swaim, L. A. Op. 3, No. 1. Playful
Zephyr. Grade III.

Tb“Be village musicians indulge In rather better
music than do some others we have heard of. This is
a useful and pretty teaching piece for yonng pupils.

1420. Nurnberg, H. Op. 419, No. 2. Santa
Claus March. Grade II.

30

A piece destined to be
and general style, wh
trouble the amateur pl
he used by the teacher

20

20

A sprightly waltz, within the technic of young
pupils, which when played up to tempo will make the
eyes sparkle.

A jolly, dance in two-four time in G minor.
good study, and musical as well.

1424. Heins, Carl. “Merriment.

A

Grade II...

■ ■ Bather difficult in some of its skips.

It is odd in

rbytl * and a j od t idy i cox trplungthe inn

1440. Landon, Chas.
Studies for P

These studies begin a
gradually in difficulty
musician and teache
coupled to the fact th
——graded andjselected m
create a demand for th
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and will advance the p
completely.

1441. Wilm, N. Von.
dren’s Festiv

It is no easy matter
and many great musi
tempts. Here, howe
' piece, which is neither
pieces should be treasu

20 1442. White, Otis, R
Return. Gra
20

A taking march mo
difficult.

1443. White, Otis R
Grade II

A well-ns-metf piece, as Its character is jolly merri¬
ment. This set of pieces, edited by H. C. MsteDougal,
are aaRpfated, and are to be commended for their
value lathe easy grade to which they are assigned.

1426. Northrupj Theo. H. Gigue Roman¬
tic. Grade llI............ ...

Another piece by t
take.

20 1439. Rathbun, F. G.
verie). Grade

Doll’s Cradle Song.

1423. Heins, Carl. Dance of the Bears.
Grade II. ..

An easy set of waltze
taste. They are smoot

An arrangement of
players. It will fulfil i

—^^Gradedrl-TTjW^TTT^rrrr?;.t.rvggrr.-.-..-......-20
A very pretty cradle song. The melody is bright
and given alternately to right and left hands. A good
piece to use in the early stages of teachingdiscrimina; tive touch.

1422. Nurnberg, H. Op. 419, No. 1. Merry
Children’s Dance. Grade II..........

R.
Gr

1438. Goerdeler, R.
(Four Hands)

A good march; will help to cultivate musical taste
in young pupils. It is rather advanced for Grade II
in certain respects, requiring considerable training in
third and sixth playing.

,1421. Heins, Oarl.

1436. Goerdeler,
Waltzes.

1437. Goerdeler, R.
Grade II

Combines finger, hand,and arm touches and will be
of service both for teaching and parlor use. The
themes "are bright and the piece is of good length,
neither too long nor too short.

1419. Wilm, N. Von. Op. 12, No. 3. Vil¬
lage Musicians. Grade II.

We received the fir
time since. This bou
Particular stress is laid
third, fourth, and fif
exercises are so conceiv
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A really good barcar
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,20

1444. Hewitt, H. D.

■ A good exercise for
the repeated chords.
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